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A new version of the Shortcuts module is out.
This is a beta version so please, don't use it yet on a production's website.

The Shortcuts module enable your users to create bookmarks from your website's pages inside
your website.

Ad an administrator, you can limit the number of shortcuts per user and the title's length.

Please report bugs and suggestions on the module's webpage :
http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/?shortcuts

Here is the changelog :
- When you add a page to your shortcut's list, the page's title is used
- You can see statistics in the module's admin part
- The module uses pictures to add a shortcut and to list the shorcuts
- You can select a display layout (for the block) in 5 different presentations
- Added an upgrade script
- You can rate the pages you are bookmarking and you can enable or disable this feature

I would like to give credits to Carnuke for his suggestions and help, thanks a lot Richard !

You can download the module here :
http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/showfiles.php?group_id=1169&release_id=323&dl=
659
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